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Form I 
Salt Lake Community College Goal Setting Worksheet 

 

Faculty’s Name ____________________       Evaluation Period:  ________ to _________ 

 

  

TEACHING  
 _____________% 

(Choose from 60 to 75%)  

Identify professional objectives serving as rationale for distributed weight: 

 

 

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY 
 _____________% 

(Choose from 10 to 20%) 

Identify professional objectives serving as rationale for distributed weight: 

 

 
SERVICE  _____________% 

(Choose from 15 to 30%) 

Within SERVICE: 

College Service  _____________% 

(Choose from 50 to 100%) 

 

Partnerships & 

Community Service 

 _____________% 

(Choose from 0 to 50%) 

Identify professional objectives serving as rationale for distributed weight: 

Committee Selection 

Two full-time faculty members must be selected to participate in the peer members of the Sitting 

Committee. 
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Signatures: 

 

_______________________________________   _____________________________ 

Faculty Sitting Committee Member           Date 

 

_______________________________________   _____________________________ 

Faculty Sitting Committee Member           Date 

 

________________________________________   _____________________________ 

Academic Administrator            Date  


	Facultys Name: George Ellington
	to: Fall 2017
	undefined: Spring 2018
	undefined_2: 70
	Identify professional objectives serving as rationale for distributed weight: I will continue to work with colleagues to improve our Advanced II curriculum.  I am revising all of the material developed for ESL 1010 and composing new units for philosophy and world history.  At the same time I am working with our online experts to prepare all of this material for use in an online course for ESL 1010, which includes regular meetings and review of the materials involved, adapting them for online use, and preparing video and audio recordings in collaboration with my colleagues in ESL.  I will also work on providing more frequent detailed feedback to students on their pronunciation and oral production.
	undefined_3: 15
	Identify professional objectives serving as rationale for distributed weight_2: Along with continued membership and readings of research in TESOL, I plan to attend the TESOL conference next year in Chicago, where Gordon Dunne and I will give a presentation on meeting the quality standards in developing our online ESL courses for Advanced II.  Moreover, following the success of our previous Teaching Circles, we are now engaged in a Teaching Circle on content-based teaching, which is proving to be an exciting and informative discussion, particularly as we are currently revising our Advanced II curriculum with content-based material.
	undefined_4: 15
	undefined_5: 100
	undefined_6: 0
	Identify professional objectives serving as rationale for distributed weight_3: Over the past two years, my areas of recent service have changed at the college.  The Muslim Student Association no longer has a student president to guide it, without which it is largely defunct. The Faculty Development Advisory Board  and the Adjunct Faculty Impact Committee have taken on new leadership, and I await them to announce the directions our work this year will take.  Until then, I believe I should seek a new committee to work with and am consulting with colleagues on this issue.  In the meantime, I will continue to serve our college and our department by assisting in the ongoing process of striving for ESL accreditation.


